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Abstract of the HAPPENING project 

Currently, buildings are responsible for 40% of the energy demand and 36% of the CO2 emissions in Europe. 

Decarbonisation of existing buildings plays a key role in order to reach the overall climate protection targets. 

However, current renovation rates lie in the order of 1%. 

Heat pumps are a key technology in bringing renewable shares into heat supply of buildings; especially their 

combination with onsite renewable electricity production e.g. by PV allows to bring high renewable shares. Their 

current installation in existing multi-apartment buildings is however still marginal. 

The proposed technological solution is based on decentralized heat pumps, in such a way that it results an easy-

to-install solution for installers, low-intrusive for the occupants and easily adaptable to a large number of 

different building situations. This is flanked by developing near-zero planning, implementation and operation 

processes, in order to facilitate the work during the planning phase, ensure a high-quality installation and 

effective operation, and reduce the efforts and costs within the whole retrofitting project. The challenge of cost-

competitiveness is addressed by developing new financial and business models. Bringing new players (such as 

financial experts) and financing models to the renovation market is expected to bring the needed paradigm 

change and boost investments in the residential retrofitting sector. Dissemination of measured performance 

and system characteristics from HAPPENING will be one of the key results of the project. 

Through 3 demo sites (Spain, Italy and Austria), the project will demonstrate a highly versatile, scalable and 

replicable solution package for buildings energy system retrofitting allowing 70-75% of renewable energy 

fraction, 30-50% of PE and GHG savings, reduction of planning time by 50% and installation/operation time by 

30% and payback time for ESCOs and investors of less than 8 years, compared to best available solution existing 

today. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Objectives of the report 

The objective of this report is to describe the plans for the renovation of the heating system of the demonstration 

building located in Liezen, Austria (see Figure 1.1). 

The solutions described in the following pages are the result of a collaboration among the project partners to 

plan a heating system which will satisfy the users’ energy and comfort needs with at least 70% of renewable 

energy (RES) contribution, while being as easy to maintain as possible. In the design phase, the constraints that 

characterize the building and the requests of the end users were also considered. 

The main goal is to illustrate the design choices, the characteristics of the devices and equipment that will be 

installed and their operation. Therefore, this document can be useful to the end users, ESCOs, planners and 

installers outside the project to understand how to replicate the HAPPENING solutions. 

 

Figure 1.1: The HAPPENING Austrian demo in Liezen 
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1.2 Deliverable description 

The deliverable D4.6 is structured in chapters explaining the following key aspects related to the system design 

of the Austrian demo: 

• Energy needs and heating load assessment of the demo building 

• Design criticalities that influence the final system design 

• Overview and functionality of the heating system concept 

• Detailed system design including technical drawings, description and technical data of essential 

system components as well as an overview of the foreseen monitoring design 

1.3 Contribution of partners 

Since the demonstration buildings are pivotal for the HAPPENING project, the system design is the result of the 

contribution of many project partners. The two project partners AEE INTEC and GWS mainly contributed to this 

deliverable. Both are responsible for the coordination of all project activities related to the Austrian demo in 

Liezen. 

AEE INTEC plays a pivotal role in the demonstrator located in Austria, being the scientific partner and coordinator 

of the Austrian demo. The activities of AEE INTEC refer to the system and monitoring design, as well as the 

implementation and techno-economic assessment of the Austrian demo. 

GWS provides the Austrian demo building. Main priority and main tasks of GWS are the retrofitting of the 

Austrian demonstrator including the design, the implementation, the commissioning, as well as the monitoring 

and the analysis of the results. 

Furthermore, INNOVA provided information on the heat pump units and communication hardware to be 

installed.  
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Energy needs and heating load assessment 

Although only 18 out of the 20 possible dwellings are currently being upgraded to the new HAPPENING system, 

the heating system is designed for full implementation for all 20 dwellings, as the long-term plan is for all 

dwellings to be changed over to the new system. Therefore, to reach this final target, technical preparations 

(e.g., preparation of hydraulic circuits, central HP design) will be made for all dwellings already upfront. 

An energy analysis of the needs of the building itself was the starting point in sizing the heating system of the 

building. The energy demand for heating and cooling of the building was calculated by GWS by means of the 

software ArchiPHYSIK according to the normative Austrian and European regulations for calculation methods in 

compliance with OENORM B 8110, EN ISO 10077, OENORM H 5056, OENORM H 5057, OENORM H 5058, 

OENORM H 5059 and OIB Richtlinie 6. The calculations resulted in a total heat demand of about 107 MWh/a, 

whereby around 79 MWh/a are used for space heating and around 28 MWh/a for DHW preparation. There is no 

demand for cooling due to the climatic conditions at the demo site in Liezen and the thermal properties of the 

building envelope. A detailed assessment of the building energy needs is reported in the public deliverable “D4.3 

End-user requirements and building constraints – Austrian demo”. The reader is referred to this report for 

further details. 

The required standard heating load was calculated according to OENORM EN 12831 (detailed method) and the 

national annex OENORM H 7500-1. According to the results obtained from this calculation, the peak power 

required by the building for space heating is approximately 39 kW. 

For DHW preparation, a thermal power of about 80 kW was estimated, based on the assumption that all 

decentral DHW storages in each dwelling can be simultaneously fully charged within approximately 2.5 hours. 

As space heating and DHW preparation cannot take place at the same time with the foreseen heating system 

and components, the peak power for DHW preparation is the decisive design value for the heating system. 

2.2 Design criticalities 

In this chapter, some criteria, prerequisites and requirements of the HAPPENING demo in Liezen are presented, 

which have to be considered for the final heating system design. For details about the status quo and constraints 

of the Austrian demo, the reader is referred to the public deliverable “D4.3 End-user requirements and building 

constraints – Austrian demo”. 

A key goal of the project and a prerequisite is to minimize the impact on residents through installing the new 

system. On the one hand, this was especially important at the beginning of the project to convince as many 
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residents as possible to implement the new heating system. This was well achieved with the participation of 18 

out of 20 possible dwellings. On the other hand, in addition to the increased comfort provided by the new system 

during operation, low interference in the construction is also an important comfort criterion for the tenants. 

Furthermore, as with most refurbishments, also the demo building in Liezen is characterized by limited space. 

This applies in particular to the dwellings, as they do not offer much space for additional equipment. Installing 

new equipment directly in the dwellings would restrain the residents and has therefore to be minimized. 

Consequently, it is necessary to move most of the installation to the basement or attic, where the required space 

is available. However, this results in additional restrictions due to the limited room height of approximately 2 m 

of the basement and the sloped ceilings in the attic. 

Additionally, there is no existing central heating system installed in the building. Instead, various heating 

technologies, such as single oil and wood stoves, electric room heaters as well as gas boilers (see Figure 2.1), are 

currently in use for each dwelling. Consequently, except for the dwellings with gas boilers, no radiators or any 

other heat emitters and the corresponding hydraulic distribution systems are installed. For the DHW preparation 

either the gas boilers are used, or extra electrical boilers are installed in the dwellings with single stoves. 

Nevertheless, for economic and ecological reasons, another important criterion is to reuse the existing 

equipment wherever this is possible. 

 

Figure 2.1: Overview of the different heating systems currently installed in the demo building 

2.3 Heating system concept 

The HAPPENING system for space heating and DHW supply of the Austrian demo consists of a combination of 

central components (air-to-water heat pumps, PV system, thermal buffer tanks and low-temperature 

distribution loop) for the entire demo building and decentral (distributed) components (water-to-water heat 

pumps, DHW storages and radiators) for each dwelling. A simplified representation of the new system is shown 

in Figure 2.2. All individual components of the heating system are described in detail in Chapter 3.1 and a 

detailed hydraulic scheme of the heating system can be found in “Annex 2: Hydraulic scheme”. 
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Figure 2.2: Simplified schematic of the HAPPENING system of the Austrian demo 

The four central air-to-water heat pumps (each with a nominal heating capacity of about 25 kW) charge the four 

central thermal buffer tanks (each with a storage volume of 800 litres), which subsequently supply the low-

temperature distribution loop. The low-temperature distribution loop in turn supplies the decentral water-to-

water heat pumps (each with nominal heating capacity of about 5.5 kW). On demand, the decentral heat pumps 

then charge the DHW storages or provide space heating through the installed radiators for the dwellings. 

All the central components are installed in the basement of the building. Although there would also be enough 

space for a combined installation in the basement and the attic, it was decided to install everything compactly 

in the basement to ensure better accessibility, prevent freezing and keep the length of the pipes short. Due to 

the limited space and low room height in the basement, a cascade of four tanks is implemented instead of one 

large thermal buffer tank.  

Also, the decentral heat pumps will be installed in the basement due to the limited space in the dwellings and 

because of the requirement of the least possible influence of the installation on the residents, as mentioned 

above. The heat pumps will be installed directly underneath the respective dwellings to ensure the shortest 

possible lengths of the rising pipes suppling the DHW distribution loop and the radiators. In addition, the service 

pipes are routed through already existing chimneys if possible. The space heating in the dwellings shall be 

provided by radiators with rather low design flow temperatures of 45 °C. Most of these will be newly installed 

or, where possible, the existing radiators will be reused. For all dwellings the existing DHW distribution system 

will be used. 

The supply temperature and the operation of the low-temperature distribution loop will be controlled with the 

aim to minimize the distribution losses and thus maximizing the performance of the overall system. Therefore, 
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it is foreseen that the supply temperature is operated as close as possible or below the design temperature of 

25 °C throughout the whole year. 

By organizing the system on two levels of heat pumps, the utilization of the central air-to-water heat pumps can 

be partially decoupled from the use of the decentralized units. As an example, in winter thermal energy can be 

produced by the central units and stored in the thermal buffer tanks during favourable times of the day, e.g., 

around noon during relatively high ambient temperatures. Then, the storages can be discharged on demand by 

the decentral units at high source temperatures, resulting in a higher system COP. 

Furthermore, the HAPPENING system also involves the installation of a PV system (according to initial estimates 

with a size of about 125 m²), which will cover partly the electricity consumption of the central and decentral 

heat pumps. The PV system in combination with the smart control of the operation of the central and 

decentralized heat pumps and the use of the existing thermal storage capacities (central storages, decentral 

DHW storages and thermal building mass) can thus increase the PV electricity self-consumption ratio and the 

self-sufficiency rate of the whole heating system. 

It is worth mentioning the disadvantage that a system based on a cascade of heat pumps (i.e., distributed units 

in series to the central units) can eventually result in a higher global electricity consumption (i.e., lower system 

COP values) than a solution with a single unit operating under the same outdoor and indoor temperature 

conditions. Disregarding the thermal losses for sake of simplicity, the overall system COP can be calculated as 

follows: 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑠𝑦𝑠 =
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

(𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 − 1)
 

Because of that, this solution cannot be operated as a conventional heat pump solution. Rather, it must be 

managed to minimize thermal losses through the distribution (low-temperature distribution loop and storage 

temperatures) and optimize performance by taking advantage of the flexibility offered (e.g., operating the 

central heat pumps when it is more convenient in terms of temperature, maximizing individual and consequently 

global COP) to counterbalance the “cascading effect”. 
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3. System design 

This chapter describes the most essential heating system components including a short description and technical 

data. Furthermore, an overview of the foreseen monitoring design is given. 

The design of the new heating and DHW preparation systems includes the elaboration of various plans (e.g., 

hydraulic schemes, P&ID, electric and PV plant schemes, monitoring and control layouts). Annexed to this report 

are the detailed hydraulic scheme (see “Annex 2: Hydraulic scheme”) and the P&ID (see “Annex 3: P&ID ”) of the 

heating system. 

3.1 Heating system components 

3.1.1 Central air-to-water heat pumps 

The low-temperature distribution loop and the four thermal buffer tanks are supplied by four central air-to-

water heat pumps (model name: INNOVA eHPoca 25T). These are provided by the project partner and heat 

pump manufacturer INNOVA (see  

Figure 3.1). Detailed technical data of the heat pumps are listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: INNOVA eHPoca heat pump: Internal unit (left) and external unit (right) 

Each heat pump has a nominal thermal power of about 25 kW and uses R410a as refrigerant. The internal units 

of the heat pumps are mounted on the wall in the basement of the building. The outdoor units will be placed on 

the lawn approximately 5 m from the exterior wall at the west side of the building on a concrete foundation. In 

addition, the external units will be fenced to protect them from damage. 

INNOVA eHPoca 25T 

Description M.U. Value 

HEATING (TEXT 7°C – TSUP 35°C, R.H. 85%) 

Nominal thermal power kW 24.78 

Maximum thermal power kW 31.07 

Total absorbed power kW 6.11 

COP kW/kW 4.06 

SCOP2 kW/kW 3.87 

Energy efficiency class2 -- A++ 

HYDRAULIC DATA 

Nominal flow in heating mode 
(A7/W35 °C) 

l/min 71.0 

Available pressure primary circuit kPa 24.0 

Hydraulic connections inches 1”1/4 

Refrigerant -- R410a 

Refrigerant load kg 6.5 

ELECTRIC DATA 

Supply V/ph/Hz 400/3/50 

Power input (without heating element) kW 8.4 

Absorbed current (without heating 
element) 

A 12.8 

Power input (with heating element) kW 14.4 

Absorbed current (with heating 
element) 

A 21.8 

Nominal power of back-up heating 
element 

kW 6 

DIMENSIONAL DATA (EXTERNAL UNIT) 

 

2 Seasonal efficiency and BT Energy Class Efficiency certified according to UNI EN 14825 by third party accredited according 

to standard UNI EN 17025. 
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INNOVA eHPoca 25T 

Description M.U. Value 

Width mm 940 

Height mm 1526 

Depth mm 340 

Net weight kg 128 

DIMENSIONAL DATA (INTERNAL UNIT) 

Width mm 505 

Height mm 900 

Depth mm 300 

Empty weight kg 49 

Table 3.1: Technical data of the central air-to-water heat pumps 

3.1.2 Thermal storage tanks 

Four thermal storage tanks, with a nominal capacity of 800 litres each, are foreseen between the central heat 

pumps and the low-temperature distribution loop. As an example, in Table 3.2 the technical data of a suitable 

thermal buffer tank type is shown. This type, or a similar one, will be used at the demonstration site. 

In the system, the thermal storage tanks fulfil multiple functions. On the one hand, they serve as inertial tanks 

to allow continuous operation of the heat pumps and avoid permanent on and off operation, improving the 

supply stability and heat pump lifetime. On the other hand, the storage tanks serve as a hydraulic separator 

between the central heat pumps and the low-temperature distribution loop. Additionally, the storages provide 

the necessary flexibility to decouple the operation of the central and decentral heat pumps. For instance, this 

offers the possibility to operate the central heat pumps during favourable times of the day, when electricity 

from the PV system and high ambient temperatures are available. Afterwards, the decentral heat pumps can be 

independently supplied from the storage tanks. 

AUSTRIA EMAIL – PSM 800 

Description M.U. Value 

Nominal capacity l 800 

Layout -- Vertical 

Insulation thickness (ECO SKIN 2.0 – 
Polyester non-woven fabric) 

mm 100 

Maximum operating temperature °C 95 

Maximum operating pressure bar 4 

Testing pressure bar 6 

Diameter (without insulation) mm 790 

Height (without insulation) mm 1700 

Table 3.2: Technical data of a suitable buffer storage tank 
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3.1.3 Low-temperature distribution loop 

The low-temperature distribution loop represents one of the most essential components of the HAPPENING 

system. The thermal losses of distribution pipes account for a significant part in heating systems, especially in 

central heating systems with high-temperature heat delivery systems by means of radiators. Therefore, the 

supply temperature and the operation of the low-temperature distribution loop will be controlled with the aim 

to minimize the distribution losses and thus maximizing the performance of the overall heating system. In this 

sense, the flow temperature is kept as close as possible to or below the design temperature of 25 °C all year 

round by means of a 3-way valve and a mixing circuit (see “Annex 2: Hydraulic scheme”). 

In the particular case of the demo building in Liezen, the low-temperature distribution loop has to be completely 

newly installed. However, in many buildings with central heating systems there already exists a distribution 

system which could be easily reused for the HAPPENING system. 

3.1.4 Decentral water-to-water heat pumps 

The decentral water-to-water heat pump units (model name: 3in1 GEO WW incasso 5M) are compact all-in-one 

units consisting of the heat pump itself, a 170 litres DHW storage stank and all the necessary system equipment 

(e.g., valves, pumps, expansion vessel) assembled in one cabinet (see Figure 3.2). They provide DHW and space 

heating through the installed DHW distribution system and radiators for each dwelling. At the source side, the 

heat pumps are supplied by the low-temperature distribution loop. These heat pumps units as well as the central 

heat pumps are provided by the project partner and heat pump manufacturer INNOVA. Detailed technical data 

of the heat pumps are listed in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.2: INNOVA 3in1 GEO WW incasso heat pump units 

Each heat pump has a nominal thermal power of about 5.5 kW and uses R32 as refrigerant. As mentioned in 

chapter 132.3, the decentral heat pumps will be installed in the basement directly underneath the respective 

dwellings due to the limited space in the dwellings. However, the compact heat pump cabinets are also designed 

for an attractive room-saving integration into walls. 

INNOVA 3in1 GEO WW incasso 5M 

Description M.U. Value 

HEATING (TSOURCE 10°C – TSUP 45°C) 

Nominal thermal power kW 5.41 

Maximum thermal power kW 7.33 

Total absorbed power kW 1.07 

COP kW/kW 5.03 

Energy efficiency class -- A+++ 

HYDRAULIC DATA 

Nominal flow in heating mode (A7/W35 °C) l/min 15.9 

Available pressure primary circuit kPa 71.0 

Hydraulic connections inches M1” 

Refrigerant -- R32 

Refrigerant load kg 0.44 

ELECTRIC DATA 

Supply V/ph/Hz 230/1/50 
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INNOVA 3in1 GEO WW incasso 5M 

Description M.U. Value 

Power input (without heating element) kW 2.5 

Power input (with heating element) kW 4.5 

Nominal power of back-up heating element kW 2 

DIMENSIONAL DATA (CABINET) 

Width mm 950 

Height mm 2200 

Depth mm 350 

Net weight kg 198 

Table 3.3: Technical data of the decentral water-to-water heat pump units 

3.1.5 Radiators 

The space heating is provided by radiators in the dwellings. Thereby the radiators will be operated with low 

design flow temperatures of 45 °C.  

Some dwellings, especially where gas boiler systems are installed, are already equipped with radiators. These 

radiators are inspected in advance and, if possible, reused if they are still technically up to date. In all the other 

dwellings, new radiators will be installed. Horizontal steel panel radiators of the type 22 – double panel with two 

convector plates (e.g., VOGEL&NOOT panel radiator T6 or similar) – are used for this. The radiators will be mainly 

mounted on the wall under the existing windows. Furthermore, thermostatic valves are mounted on all 

radiators. 

3.1.6 PV system 

The HAPPENING system involves the installation of a new photovoltaic plant on the building roof. The 

demonstration building in Liezen has a saddle roof with a slope of about 50° and is oriented so that one sloped 

roof side faces east and the other faces west. Therefore, a division of the total PV area on both roof slopes is 

planned. Furthermore, the PV plant should be placed near the technical room in house number 6 to keep the 

cable lengths as short as possible. Due to the envisaged smart control system surplus PV electricity should be 

used as far as possible to charge the central thermal buffer tanks and the decentral DHW storages and not fed 

into the grid to maximise the electricity self-consumption. Therefore, an electric battery is not foreseen in the 

system concept. 
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Based on initial estimates, a PV area of around 125 m² is targeted. This corresponds to a peak power of 

approximately 25 kWp. As an example, in Table 3.4 the technical data of suitable PV panels for this application 

is shown. These types, or a similar one, will be used at the demonstration site. 

JINKO SOLAR JKM360N-6TL3 

Description M.U. Value (STC3) Value (NOCT4) 

Maximum power Wp 360 268 

Maximum operating voltage V 34.19 31.58 

Maximum power current A 10.53 8.50 

Open-circuit voltage V 41.80 39.45 

Short-circuit current A 11.23 9.07 

Efficiency % 20.66 - 

Weight kg 19.0 

No. of cells -- 120 

Dimensions mm 1692x1029x30 

Table 3.4: Technical data of suitable PV panels 

The corresponding inverter will be located in the technical room next to the thermal buffer tanks and central 

heat pumps. As an example, in Table 3.5 the technical data of a suitable inverter for this application is shown. 

This type, or a similar one, will be used at the demonstration site. 

KOSTAL PIKO 17 

Description M.U. Value 

Maximum PV power (cos ϕ = 1) kWp 25.5 

Nominal DC power kW 17.4 

No. of DC inputs - 3 

No. of MPP trackers - 3 

Maximum input DC current (per DC 
input) 

A 20 

Nominal input DC voltage V 680 

Maximum output AC current A 27.4 

 

3 Standard Test Conditions (STC): Irradiance = 1000 W/m2; Cell temperature = 25 °C; AM = 1.5 

4 Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT): Irradiance = 800 W/m2; Cell temperature = 20 °C; AM = 1.5;  

Wind speed = 1 m/s 
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KOSTAL PIKO 17 

Description M.U. Value 

Maximum output AC voltage V 500 

Frequency Hz 50 

Maximum efficiency % 98.0 

Weight kg 48.5 

Dimensions (Height x Width x Depth) mm 540x700x265 

Table 3.5: Technical data of a suitable inverter 

3.1.7 Back-up heating system 

For the HAPPENING Demo in Liezen, there is no separate back-up heating system planned. However, back-up 

heating elements are installed in the central and decentral heat pumps to minimize possible inconveniences for 

the tenants in the case of malfunctions. 

Each central air-to-water heat pump will be equipped with an electric rod heater with a nominal power of 6 kW 

(see Table 3.1). In the worst case of a simultaneous malfunction of all four central heat pumps, a heating capacity 

of around 24 kW would still be available to supply the low-temperature distribution loop. 

For the decentral water-to-water heat pumps, heating elements with a nominal power of 2 kW each are foreseen 

(see Table 3.3). They can be operated independently in the event of a malfunction of the central heat pumps or 

the low-temperature distribution loop and can still cover a large part of the space heating and DHW demand. 

Furthermore, the back-up heating elements can also be used in parallel to the standard heat pump operation in 

order to reach higher supply temperature or to boost the total heating capacity of the heat pumps in case of 

rare and unforeseeable peak demands. 

3.2 Monitoring design 

This chapter gives an overview of the draft monitoring design of the most essential measuring points and 

parameters of the HAPPENING system for the demo site in Liezen. It is important to mention that the final design 

and implementation on site may still differ from this. 

The measuring points and parameters have been selected considering the following aspects: 

• The need to gather information on the operating parameters under control and to report on 

malfunctioning and misalignments compared to the normal operation. 

• The need to obtain as specific and detailed data as needed / possible, allowing to characterize 

the HAPPENING system and subsystems operation and performance. A dedicated activity at project 

level has been carried out to define KPIs to be assessed, which guided the measuring points selection. 
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The tables below show the foreseen list of measuring points and parameters made available in real time during 

operation of the HAPPENING demo site in Liezen, divided into PV system (see Table 3.6), central heat pumps 

(see Table 3.7), central storages & low-temperature distribution loop (see Table 3.8), and decentral heat pumps 

& dwellings (see Table 3.9). The corresponding P&ID scheme is annexed to this report (see “Annex 3: P&ID ”). 

It should be noted that the list for the decentral heat pumps & dwellings in Table 3.9 only includes the measuring 

points for the first dwelling and is to be extended accordingly for all other dwellings. 

PV SYSTEM 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

1 PV field east - Global irradiance R_PV_east W/m2 

2 PV field east - Cumulated el. Energy (AC) E_PV_east kWh 

3 PV field east - Instantaneous el. Power (AC) P_PV_east W 

4 PV field west  Global irradiance R_PV_west W/m2 

5 PV field west - Cumulated el. Energy (AC) E_PV_west kWh 

6 PV field west - Instantaneous el. Power (AC) P_PV_west W 

7 Outdoor temperature at the north side of the building T_a_north °C 

Table 3.6: Measuring points and parameters foreseen for the PV system 

CENTRAL HEAT PUMPS 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

1 Central external HP units - Outdoor temperature T_a_HPs_cen °C 

2 Central external HP units - Relative humidity  rH_a_HPs_cen % 

3 Central HP unit No. 1 - Cumulated el. energy E_HP_cen_1 kWh 

4 Central HP unit No. 1 - Instantaneous el. power P_HP_cen_1 W 

5 Central HP unit No. 2 - Cumulated el. energy E_HP_cen_2 kWh 

6 Central HP unit No. 2 - Instantaneous el. power P_HP_cen_2 W 

7 Central HP unit No. 3 - Cumulated el. energy E_HP_cen_3 kWh 

8 Central HP unit No. 3 - Instantaneous el. power P_HP_cen_3 W 

9 Central HP unit No. 4 - Cumulated el. energy E_HP_cen_4 kWh 

10 Central HP unit No. 4 - Instantaneous el. power P_HP_cen_4 W 

11 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Cumulated energy Q_HM_HP_cen_1 kWh 

12 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Cumulated volume flow V_HM_HP_cen_1 m3 

13 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Flow temperature T_HM_HP_cen_1_FLW °C 

14 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Return temperature T_HM_HP_cen_1_RET °C 

15 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Instantaneous power P_HM_HP_cen_1 W 

16 Central HP unit No. 1 - Heat meter - Instantaneous volume flow Vd_HM_HP_cen_1 m3/h 

17 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Cumulated energy Q_HM_HP_cen_2 kWh 

18 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Cumulated volume flow V_HM_HP_cen_2 m3 

19 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Flow temperature T_HM_HP_cen_2_FLW °C 

20 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Return temperature T_HM_HP_cen_2_RET °C 

21 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Instantaneous power P_HM_HP_cen_2 W 
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CENTRAL HEAT PUMPS 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

22 Central HP unit No. 2 - Heat meter - Instantaneous volume flow Vd_HM_HP_cen_2 m3/h 

23 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Cumulated energy Q_HM_HP_cen_3 kWh 

24 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Cumulated volume flow V_HM_HP_cen_3 m3 

25 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Flow temperature T_HM_HP_cen_3_FLW °C 

26 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Return temperature T_HM_HP_cen_3_RET °C 

27 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Instantaneous power P_HM_HP_cen_3 W 

28 Central HP unit No. 3 - Heat meter - Instantaneous volume flow Vd_HM_HP_cen_3 m3/h 

29 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Cumulated energy Q_HM_HP_cen_4 kWh 

30 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Cumulated volume flow V_HM_HP_cen_4 m3 

31 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Flow temperature T_HM_HP_cen_4_FLW °C 

32 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Return temperature T_HM_HP_cen_4_RET °C 

33 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Instantaneous power P_HM_HP_cen_4 W 

34 Central HP unit No. 4 - Heat meter - Instantaneous volume flow Vd_HM_HP_cen_4 m3/h 

Table 3.7: Measuring points and parameters foreseen for the central heat pumps 

CENTRAL STORAGES & LOW-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION LOOP 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

1 Central storage No. 1 - Top temperature T_TES_cen_1_top °C 

2 Central storage No. 2 - Top temperature T_TES_cen_2_top °C 

3 Central storage No. 3 - Top temperature T_TES_cen_3_top °C 

4 Central storage No. 4 - Top temperature T_TES_cen_4_top °C 

5 Central storage No. 4 - Bottom temperature T_TES_cen_4_bot °C 

6 Low-temperature distribution loop - Pressure in the return p_DistrLoop_RET bar 

7 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Cumulated el. energy 
Pumps 

E_Pumps_DistrLoop kWh 

8 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Instantaneous el. power 
Pumps 

P_Pumps_DistrLoop W 

9 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - Cumulated 
energy 

Q_HM_DistrLoop kWh 

10 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - Cumulated 
volume flow 

V_HM_DistrLoop m3 

11 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - Flow 
temperature 

T_HM_DistrLoop_FLW °C 

12 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - Return 
temperature 

T_HM_DistrLoop_RET °C 

13 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - 
Instantaneous power 

P_HM_DistrLoop W 

14 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Heat meter - 
Instantaneous volume flow 

Vd_HM_DistrLoop m3/h 
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CENTRAL STORAGES & LOW-TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION LOOP 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

15 
Low-temperature distribution loop - Flow temperature after 
mixing 

T_DistrLoop_FLW °C 

Table 3.8: Measuring points and parameters foreseen for the central storages & low-temperature distribution 

loop 

DECENTRAL HEAT PUMPS & DWELLINGS 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

1 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Cumulated 
el. energy 

E_HP_dec_H2D1 kWh 

2 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - 
Instantaneous el. power 

P_HP_dec_H2D1 W 

3 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Cumulated energy 

Q_HM_HP_dec_H2D1 kWh 

4 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Cumulated volume flow 

V_HM_HP_dec_H2D1 m3 

5 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Flow temperature 

T_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_FLW °C 

6 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Return temperature 

T_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_RET °C 

7 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Instantaneous power 

P_HM_HP_dec_H2D1 W 

8 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Instantaneous volume flow 

Vd_HM_HP_dec_H2D1 m3/h 

9 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - 3-way 
valve (space heating/DHW) 

VEN_HP_dec_H2D1 - 

10 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Flow 
temperature space heating 

T_HP_dec_H2D1_SH_FLW °C 

11 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Return 
temperature space heating 

T_HP_dec_H2D1_SH_RET °C 

12 House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Room temperature T_r_H2D1 °C 

13 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Top DHW 
storage temperature 

T_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW_TES_top °C 

14 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Bottom 
DHW storage temperature 

T_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW_TES_bot °C 

15 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Cumulated energy DHW 

Q_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW kWh 

16 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Cumulated volume flow DHW 

V_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW m3 

17 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Flow temperature DHW 

T_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW_FLW °C 

18 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Return temperature DHW 

T_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW_RET °C 
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DECENTRAL HEAT PUMPS & DWELLINGS 

Pos. Description P&ID M.U. 

19 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Instantaneous power DHW 

P_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW W 

20 
Decentral HP unit - House No. 2: Dwelling No. 1 - Heat 
meter - Instantaneous volume flow DHW 

Vd_HM_HP_dec_H2D1_DHW m3/h 

Table 3.9: Measuring points and parameters foreseen for the decentral heat pumps & dwellings  
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Annexes 

Annex 1: References 

▪ INNOVA S.r.l. – Provided information within project/data from website: www.innovaenergie.com/en/  

▪ Austria Email AG – Data from website: www.austria-email.at  

▪ VOGEL&NOOT – Data from website: www.vogelundnoot.com/int/  

▪ Jinko Solar Denmark ApS – www.jinkosolar.eu/en/    

▪ KOSTAL Solar Electric GmbH – www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/  

 

http://www.innovaenergie.com/en/
http://www.austria-email.at/
http://www.vogelundnoot.com/int/
http://www.jinkosolar.eu/en/
http://www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/
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Annex 2: Hydraulic scheme 
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Annex 3: P&ID scheme 

 


